
6 Double Well Samples

Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn and cauldron bubble.

(William Shakespeare, Macbeth)

6.1 Introduction

P
rior research on InAs–GaSb heterostructures in Oxford has considered single InAs

wells embedded between GaSb substrate and cap layers [1–4] as well as superlattices

consisting of many alternating InAs and GaSb layers [5–8]. For thick GaSb spacers, the be-

haviour of superlattices follows that of the double heterointerfaces (dhets). On the other

hand, if the GaSb layer thickness is small enough to allow for signi�cant overlap between

the electron wave functions centred at di�erent InAs wells, there is a �nite dispersion along

the growth direction of the superlattice and the energy levels broaden into a series of ‘mini-

bands’ with band widths approximately antiproportional to the layer spacing.

To study the interaction between electron states in di�erent InAs layers more closely,

Philip Shields and I prepared a series of samples following the pattern of Fig. 6.1. ¿ese

samples, which are listed in Table 6.1, contained two InAs wells with thicknesses t � t � tw

separated by a GaSb layer of thickness tb. Both tw and tb were varied systematically. ¿e cap

thickness tcap of at least 1,500Å for all samples ensured that e�ects of the asymmetric band

bending caused by the pinning of the Fermi level at the free GaSb surface were minimized.

All of these heterostructureswere grown in themetal-organic vapour phase epitaxy (movpe)

reactor in Oxford within a relatively short time under similar conditions. None the less, the
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Figure 6.1: Structure of double well samples
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Table 6.1: Double well samples by layer dimensions

reproducibility of the epitaxy technique is not perfect and it is only approximately true that

the layer thickness was the only parameter that varied between the samples. In particular,

there was a measurable di�erence in surface roughness between di�erent growth runs and

between di�erent areas of the same sample.

6.2 Calculation of Wave Functions from k . p̂ Perturbation Theory

6.2.1 Principle

¿e k � p̂ formalism is an established approximation technique based on second order per-

turbation theory. It allows the calculation of the energy eigenstates of a solid in a limited

region of the momentum space as a linear combination of the eigenstates at a high sym-

metry point within the region [9, 10].
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In the presence of a periodic potential V�r� � V�r� R�, where R is a lattice vector, the

wave function φ�r� of an electron obeys the time-independent Schrödinger equation
� p̂

2me

� V�r��φ�r� � Eφ�r� (6.1)

with p̂ � �iħ©r. Using the Bloch theorem, φnk�r� � unk�r� exp�ik �r�, where k is the crystal
momentum, Eq. (6.1) can be expressed in terms of the Bloch functions unk�r� � unk�r�R�
as � p̂

2me

� ħ

me

k � p̂� ħk

2me

�V�r��unk�r� � En�k�unk�r�. (6.2)

¿e eponymous k � p̂ term is then treated as a perturbation to the Hamiltonian at k � 0, and

to lowest non-vanishing order in SkS, the approximated Bloch wave functions and energies
become

Sunke � Sune� Q
mxn `unSk � p̂Sume

En�0�� Em�0� Sume and (6.3)

En�k� � En�0�� ħk

2me

� ħ

m
e

Q
mxn T`unSk � p̂SumeT

En�0�� Em�0� � (6.4)

¿e choice k � 0 is appropriate for III–Vmaterials because the extrema of both the valence

and the conduction bands lie at the Γ-point (cf. Fig. 5.2(a)), but the method can be general-

ized straightforwardly to other k.

6.2.2 Application to InAs–GaSb Heterostructures in a Magnetic Field

I used a programme originally developed at Oxford by Thomas Vaughan for calculating

the band structure of in�nite GaSb–InAs superlattices close to the Γ-point. ¿e so ware

has successfully been used to predict a wide range of experimental superlattice results [5, 11]

and has also been applied to single-well systems by increasing the distance between InAs

layers to the extent that the overlap of wave functions at di�erent wells becomes negligible

or by introducing virtual large bandgap spacer layers [4, 12]. As the implementation details

are discussed extensively in Vaughan’s thesis [11] and the references therein, I shall restrict

myself to summarizing the crucial points of the computation.
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A realistic calculation of the energy levels at high symmetry points in III–V semicon-

ductors entails taking spin–orbit coupling into account. ¿is leads to an additional term of

the form ħ~�2mec� �©rV�r�� p̂� � σ in Eq. (6.1), where σ is a vector containing the Pauli
spin matrices as elements. If an external magnetic �eld is present, p̂ becomes p̂ � eA�r�,
where A�r� is the magnetic vector potential, and there is a further electron spin contribu-
tion 


µBB � σ to the Hamiltonian, where  � 2 is the Landé -factor and B is the mag-

netic �ux density. ¿e spin–orbit and spin splitting terms can be treated perturbatively. If

the coordinate system is chosen with one axis along the direction of the magnetic �eld, the

Schrödinger equation becomes separable as outlined in Sec. 5.6.2.

Instead of expressing the wave function in the in�nite basis formed by the Bloch waves at

k � 0, Löwdin’s orthogonalization method [13] was used with a limited set of eight basis

states. Following Kane [14], the basis states were chosen as linear combinations of atomic

orbitals that corresponded to the conduction band, the light and heavy hole bands, and the

split-o� (spin-orbit) hole band (with two spin states each).

To account for the e�ect of the heterojunctions, the expansion coe�cients in the chosen

basis were allowed to vary as a function of position, so that the wave function was e�ect-

ively a superposition of atomic orbitals modulated by an envelope function; it was implicitly

assumed that the basis states are the same for both materials. ¿ese simpli�cations, known

as the envelope function approximation (efa), are valid for most material systems as long

as the envelope function varies slowly on the scale of the interatomic distance [11]. ¿e en-

velope function was calculated in momentum space using an approach analogous to the

transfer matrix technique. As explained in Sec 5.5.2, the negative band o�set causes a net

charge transfer from the GaSb layers to the InAs layers if the InAs wells are su�ciently wide.

¿e programme performed several iterations until it arrived at an e�ective potential that was

consistent with the calculated envelope functions. In a heterostructure, the simple treatment

of the magnetic �eld was restricted to �eld directions parallel to the growth direction (and,

at the same time, parallel to a direction of high symmetry of the crystal lattice).

¿is is the term that leads to Zeeman splitting of the energy levels.
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6.2.3 Double Well Calculations

Modelling dhets and double well samples using this approach poses additional challenges.

A virtual superlattice must be constructed in such a way that the interaction between dif-

ferent periods is e�ectively minimized. ¿is can be achieved by inserting either su�ciently

thick bulk-like GaSb layers or additional layers of a large bandgapmaterial such as AlSb. ¿e

addition of such �ctitious layers introduces further parameters that can be adjusted tomatch

experimental data and has successfully been used to predict Landau level diagrams of thin

cap (asymmetric) dhets that are in good agreement with observation [4, 12]. In double well

samples, however, such an additional layer would either reduce the interaction between the

layers or introduce a strong asymmetry between them.

¿e heterostructures were represented by a symmetrical model in these preliminary cal-

culations. In real samples, this symmetry is broken by trapped charges at either the sample

surface or the heterojunctions. In the structures discussed here, there was a thick GaSb cap

layer and the e�ect of surface states could be assumed to be small. ¿e charge and the band

o�set at the interfaces depend on the growth conditions; previous studies have shown that

the band o�set is larger for InSb-like interfaces than for GaAs-like ones [12]. In our case, the

interfaces were nominally unbiased; none the less the possibility of an imbalance between

GaSb–InAs and InAs–GaSb interfaces could not be excluded.

For thick layers, the calculation systematically underestimated the con�nement energies

of both electrons and holes. Whereas experimental data has consistently shown no occupa-

tion of subbands other than the ground subband [4] for InAs wells as thick as 340Å, the k � p̂
calculation for a symmetric dhet predicted occupation of the second subband at around

200Å; a similar issue was encountered for holes in thick bulk-like GaSb layers. I calculated

energy spectra for double well structures with di�erent barrier thicknesses tb using the k � p̂
method. One such calculation is shown in Fig. 6.2 for an InAs well thickness tw � 180Å;

this is smaller than the well thickness in any of the experimental samples but correctly rep-

Which is essential for the momentum matrix technique [11].
See also the discussion in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.2: Electron and hole states in double well structures, calculated for a conduction
band o�set of 140meV, tw � 180Å, and Bz � 1 T. For conduction band states
below and valence band states above the Fermi level, the probability densities are
shown in arbitrary units, vertically o�set by the energy of the state. Dotted lines
represent the unoccupied second electron subband.
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resents the situation in which only one electron subband is occupied. For small barrier

thicknesses, the InAs conduction band states in the two wells mixed. On increasing the

barrier width from 50 to 100Å, hole levels appeared in the barrier, which approached those

in the bulk GaSb on either side of the double well structures if the barrier was made even

wider. Increased localization of conduction band states to either InAs well was predicted for

large tb.

6.3 Experimental Results

6.3.1 Overview of Individual Samples

Toperformmagnetotransportmeasurements on the doublewell samples, I created a number

of Hall bars with a width of 20 µmand an aspect ratio of 2 � 1 bymeans of optical lithography.
I then measured the sheet resistivity components in magnetic �elds up to 18T both in a per-

pendicular �eld con�guration with B � Bz pointing in the growth direction and in a parallel

�eld con�guration with B � BY lying in the plane of the carriers along the `100e family of
crystallographic directions, either parallel or perpendicular to the excitation current Ix�t�.
All data were taken at 0�5, 1�5, or 4�2K according to the procedures laid down in Chapter 4.

Table 6.2 shows an overview of these measurements and displays a number of overall

sample properties. Estimates of the sheet carrier concentration were obtained from the fre-

quency of the low �eld Shubnikov-de Haas-oscillations (nSdH) as well as the Hall coe�cient

around Bz � 0 (nRH
); in all samples the latter value was signi�cantly higher than the the

former, with ratios nRH
� nSdH A 2 for samples with large barrier thicknesses tb. Almost all

samples showed a very strong negative magnetoresistance in a parallel �eld BY. ¿e resistiv-

ity typically saturated for BY A 12T; for many samples, ρµµ dropped to less than a fourth of

its zero �eld value.

Fitting the low �eld �Bz � 2T� data for the large tb sample ox4575 to the semiclassical
Drude model of Sec. 5.6.1 indicated similar electron and hole concentrations, but did not
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Table 6.2: Overview of individual samples. ¿e concentrations nSdH and nRH
were calculated

from the frequency of the Shubnikov-de Haas-oscillations in a low (0�4 to 1�2T)
�eld and from the Hall coe�cient RH�0� around the origin (Bz � 0�5T).
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Figure 6.3: Hall resistivity and magnetoresistivity of tw � 300nm samples for tb � 50Å
(bottom), 100Å, 200Å, and 300Å (top). Individual curves are o�set by 5 kΩ for
clarity. All samples were measured at T � 0�5K, except ox4564 (tb � 50Å), for
which T � 1�5K. ¿e dashed line in (a) represents the tw � 300Å dhet ox4576.

yield stable estimates for the absolute concentrations and mobilities. ¿e resistivity is dom-

inated by the minigap formed as a result of electron–hole hybridization (cf. Sec 5.5.3). Using

the magnetoresistance at large BY A 12T together with ne � 2nSdH to remove the e�ect of

the minigap, an electron mobility of 130,000 cm~�Vs� for ox4575 and 230,000cm~�Vs�
for ox4574 was estimated.

6.3.2 Magnetoresistance Data

Perpendicular Magnetic Field

For large barrier thicknesses tb A 100Å, the behaviour of the magnetoresistivity did not

depend strongly on tb. ¿is is illustrated in Fig. 6.3, which contrasts samples with di�erent

tb but identical well width tw � 300Å. ¿e intermediate magnetic �eld features were similar

for samples with tb � 100Å, 200Å, and 300Å and occurred at similar �eld values. While
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Figure 6.4: Hall resistivity andmagnetoresistivity of tw � 250nm samples for tb � 25Å (bot-
tom), 50Å, and 100Å (top). Individual curves are o�set by 5 kΩ in (a) and 7 kΩ
in (b). All samples were measured at T � 0�5K, except ox4544 (tb � 100Å), for
which T � 4�2K.
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Figure 6.5: Hall resistivity and magnetoresistivity of tw � 200nm samples for tb � 50Å
(bottom) and 100Å (top). Individual curves are o�set by 5 kΩ for clarity. Both
samples were measured at T � 0�5K.
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Figure 6.6: Shubnikov–de Haas-oscillations in double well samples. ¿e second derivative
of ρxx�Bz� taken from Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 is plotted against 1~Bz. Individual curves
are o�set for clarity.

there are still noticeable di�erences between these curves, they are not signi�cant in the

sense that di�erent pieces of the same sample showed similar disparities. Compared to the

Hall resistivity of the single dhet ox4576 with tw � 300Å and tcap � 1,500Å, overlaid on

Fig. 6.3(a), the double well samples exhibited analogous features shi ed to (approximately

10) higher �eld. ¿e magnitude of ρxy was halved.

On decreasing the barrier thickness further from 100Å, the situation became more com-

plicated, as may be seen from the tb � 50Å trace in Fig. 6.3 and also from Figs. 6.4 and 6.5,

which show similar comparisons for samples with tw � 250Å and 200Å. ¿e magnetores-

istivity features changed qualitatively and could no longer straightforwardly be connected to

comparable features observed for samples with larger tb.

Fig. 6.6 shows the second derivative of ρxx�Bz� plotted against 1~Bz and allows a closer

look at the Shubnikov–de Haas-oscillations in these samples. ¿e oscillations exhibited a
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single dominating frequency. Splitting of individual peaks was seen in some traces, and a

single sample (tw � 300Å, tb � 50Å� showed indications of a distinct second oscillation
frequency, corresponding to nSdH � 3�2�0�2 cm�. However, there was no compelling evid-
ence for the beating pattern that would be associated with two incommensurate oscillation

frequencies with comparable values.

Parallel Field

¿ere was considerable variation in the parallel �eld longitudinal resistivity ρµµ�BY� of the
double well samples, shown in Fig. 6.7 for an excitation current parallel to the in-plane �eld.

For all of these samples, ρxx�BY� reached amaximum at a low �eld (BY � 4T). A further pro-

nounced feature occurred around 10T. ¿e magnetoresistance either exhibited a shoulder

and dropped to a saturation value for BY A 12T or it reached a second maximum—which

could exceed the low �eld one—and continued to decrease over the investigated �eld re-

gion. ¿emagnetoresistance in the direction perpendicular to the current, ρyy�BY�, showed
similar behaviour in the limit of low and high �elds and less pronounced maxima (not

shown); direct comparison is problematic as these data were taken on di�erent areas of the

samples.

¿e thick barrier samples with tb � 200Å or 300Å and tw � 300Å behaved consistently

and always had a maximum at or close to BY � 0T and a saturated resistance of a quarter to

a third of the zero �eld value at high parallel �elds.

Quantum Well Width

¿e comparison of the perpendicular �eld magnetoresistance traces for di�erent well thick-

nesses tw in Fig. 6.8 showed similar structure, which was shi ed to lower magnetic �eld

values for larger well widths. No clear trend emerged in the parallel �eld traces, which are

collated in Fig. 6.7. In so far as features were directly comparable, they were shi ed to higher

�elds for samples with thinner InAs wells.
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Figure 6.7: Parallel �eld magnetoresistance of double well samples, measured with the mag-
netic �eld parallel to the excitation current. All samples were measured at T �
4�2K.
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Figure 6.8: Hall resistivity and magnetoresistivity of tb � 100nm samples for tw � 300Å
(bottom), 250Å and 200Å (top). Individual curves are o�set by 5 kΩ in (a) and
7 kΩ in (b). All samples were measured at T � 0�5K, except ox4544 (tb � 100Å),
for which T � 4�2K.
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Figure 6.9: Parallel �eld magnetoresistance of samples with di�erent well widths, measured
with the magnetic �eld parallel to the excitation current. All samples were meas-
ured at T � 4�2K.
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6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Carrier Concentration

In the limit of small magnetic �elds, the semiclassical expression for the Hall resistance of a

two dimensional gas of electrons and holes, Eq. (5.25), simpli�es to

ρxy � Bz

e

neµ
e � nhµ


h�neµe � nhµh� . (6.5)

¿e Hall coe�cient, RH � �ρxy~Bz, is therefore dominated by the highest mobility car-

rier species and the slope of ρxy�Bz� close to Bz � 0T can be used to estimate the total

density nRH
of electrons participating in charge transport. On the other hand, the concen-

tration nSdH estimated from the low �eld Shubnikov–de Haas-oscillations using Eq. (5.32)

depends ultimately on the assumed Landau level degeneracy of Eq. (5.30). ¿e observation

that nRH
� 2nSdH for all samples with barrier thicknesses tb of 100Å and larger is then ex-

plained by a doubling of the Landau level degeneracy, accounting for conduction band states

in each individual InAs well. For thin barrier (tb B 50Å) structures, most measurements

imply nRH
� 2nSdH. ¿e origin of this systematic deviation is not clear. However, an exact

agreement between nRH
and nSdH is not expected even for single dhets as the semiclassical

approximation is of limited validity in systems of strongly interacting electrons and holes.

¿e average electron sheet densities calculated from the experimental data of Table 6.2 are

plotted in Fig. 6.10(a) against the barrier thickness tb. It becomes apparent that the electron

concentration increases signi�cantly between tb � 25Å and tb � 100Å but stays approxim-

ately constant for larger barrier thicknesses. ¿e behaviour indicates that for thin barriers

the interaction between the wells strongly a�ects the electron energy levels, whereas the ef-

fect is small for tb A 100Å. ¿e k � p̂ calculations of Sec. 6.2.3 con�rm this picture. In a 2deg,

the density of states is constant and ne � �EF�E��m�~ħπ. Fig. 6.10(b) shows the bottom
of the lowest electron subband E relative to the Fermi energy EF versus the well distance; the

calculation sucessfully reproduces the trend of Fig. 6.10(a). However, the absolute electron

densities are overestimated even though the model assumes a signi�cantly lower well width
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Figure 6.10: Double well electron density versus spacer thickness.

of 180Å. ¿e measurements of Table 6.1 also show a weak but consistent decrease in nSdH

with decreasing InAs well width; the average absolute values are compatible with the values

reported for similar dhets [4, 12].

As the cap thickness of the samples investigated here is well within the regime for which

previous studies have established a negligible in�uence of the Fermi level pinning at the sur-

face [4], any imbalance between the concentrations of mobile holes and electrons must be a

result of charge trapping at the GaSb–InAs interfaces. One therefore expects the samples to

show nearly intrinsic behaviour with nh � ne. In this case, the Fermi level lies in theminigap

formed by the hybridization between electron and hole states, and the conductivity is sup-

pressed. ¿e semiclassical Drude model then does not describe transport accurately. In a

su�ciently high parallel magnetic �eld, the minigap is removed (cf. Sec. 5.5.3); comparing

the conductivity in the presence of the �eld with the zero �eld value allows to estimate the

suppression due to the minigap. In the majority of samples, the conductivity increases by a

factor of three or greater once an in-plane magnetic �eld is applied. ¿emagnitude of the ef-

As the hole band is anisotropic and the position of the minigap depends on the direction, a Fermi contour
(surface) none the less exists.
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fect is similar to that observed by Lakrimi et al. [6,7] in comparable dhets and superlattices

with close to matched electron and hole concentrations.

A closer look at the behaviour at intermediate magnetic �elds also exhibits evidence for

the presence of a high hole concentration. ¿e Hall resistivity ρxy�Bz� of all samples shows
a series of pronounced local minima which are absent from single carrier systems. In such

systems, ρxy�Bz� shows a step-like monotonic increase with magnetic �eld. At low enough

temperatures, the steps eventually form plateaux with constant resistivity RK~ν extending
over the �eld range where the Fermi energy lies in the gap between two Landau levels; here

RK � h~e and ν is the (integer) number of occupied Landau levels [15]. ¿is is the famous

quantum Hall e�ect. In electron–hole systems there are separate Landau fans for electrons

and holes and the quantized Hall resistivity is ρxy � RK~�νe � νh�. If the two Landau fans
overlap, as they can do in GaSb–InAs heterostructures owing to the crossed band alignment

at the interface, the Fermi energy will oscillate between electron and hole levels and ρxy�Bz�
no longer increases monotonically [2,16,17]. ¿eminima in the observed Hall resistivity are

the remnants of this compensated quantum Hall e�ect a er Landau level broadening.

6.4.2 Interaction

¿ecorrespondence between theHall resistivity features in the respective traces in Fig. 6.3(b)

suggests that both the position of the Fermi level and the Landau level structure are similar

for the samples with 300nm, 200nm and 100nmGaSb barrier thickness. One can therefore

assume that in this range the interaction between the individual wells is small, an idea that

is further supported by the similarity to the single well data.

¿e smaller barrier results show less consistency; while I cannot entirely dismiss the pos-

sibility that the di�erences are a result of varying sample quality caused by changes in the

movpe growth conditions, an explanation based on the increased interaction between the in-

dividual carrier sheets is plausible. Looking back to the preliminary calculations of Sec. 6.2.3,

there are several ways in which the energy spectrum might be a�ected: a reduction of the
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of parallel �eld magnetoresistivity with theory. ¿e experimental
data (thick) are taken from Fig. 6.7(a); the calculated curves assume ∆ � 7meV,
EF � 54meV, and δz � 180Å. ¿e resistivity is given in terms of the resistivity
at high �eld.

energy di�erence between occupied electron and hole subbands; hybridization between con-

duction band states in di�erent wells; and the appearance of distinct hole states in the barrier

that are no longer degenerate with hole states in the cap or bu�er layer. ¿e latter e�ect in

particular would lead to a more complex level structure and a�ect the magnetic �eld de-

pendence of the resistivity tensor. However, as there is still considerable broadening in the

experimental data even at 0�5K and a realistic model that correctly predicts con�nement

energies is still missing, a detailed test of these ideas is presently not possible.

¿e two-band model of Sec. 5.5.3 partially explains the basic features of most parallel �eld

magnetoresistance measurements. Fig. 6.11 compares the experimental data of Fig. 6.7(a)

to the prediction calculated from Eq. (5.18) for EF � E � 54meV, corresponding to ne �
6�8� 10 cm�, δz � 180Å and taking ∆ � 7meV [6, 18]. As explained in Sec. 5.5.3, the two

prominent features correspond to parallel �eld values at which anticrossing occurs at the

Fermi energy, i.e., the sides of the (hypothetical non-interacting) hole Fermi contour pass the

electron Fermi circle. For realistic values of EF, ∆, and δz, the quantitative agreement is poor
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and themodel does not predict either a strong secondmaximumor amagnetoresistance that

does not saturate at parallel �elds up to 18T. Similar pronounced double peak structures have

previously appeared in superlattice measurements [7]. In both superlattices and the present

double well structures, more than two carrier gases are present, and further hybridization

gaps, which are not accounted for in the simplistic model, can form. E�ects of the in-plane

�eld other than the relative shi of the dispersion relations are also ignored; in particular,

the scattering time τ is assumed to be independent of BY.
6.4.3 Symmetry

¿e double well structures are nominally symmetrical about the GaSb barrier, and the elec-

tron states in both InAs wells as well as the hole states in the GaSb bu�er and cap layers

should be equivalent. In reality, this symmetry can be broken by the Fermi level pinning at

the free GaSb surface or by trapped charges at the GaSb–InAs interfaces. In fact, the elec-

tronic properties of single well dhets grown under similar conditions are best explained by

models containing only two conduction channels representing electrons in the InAswell and

holes in the GaSb bu�er, with no hole occupancy in the GaSb cap [4, 12].

As reasoned in Sec. 6.4.1, both wells contribute to the overall conductivity with individual

electron densities similar to those of comparable dhets. Parallel conduction through two

independent electronic channels with slightly di�erent sheet concentrations would lead to

an interference between the Shubnikov–de Haas-oscillations corresponding to each channel

and the emergence of a beating pattern. ¿e oscillations of Fig. 6.6 exhibit only a single

dominating frequency and no indication of beating. By taking the inverse �eld range over

which oscillations are observable (around 1T�) as the minimum distance between nodes of

the envelope function, one estimates an conservative upper limit on the di�erence between

the carrier concentrations of 5 � 10 cm�. ¿is translates to a maximal di�erence in the

position of the Fermi level relative to the bottom of the conduction band of approximately

5meV across the entire double well structure. A comparison between the behaviour of the
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two wells is not sensitive to an asymmetry between the top and bottom interfaces of each

individual InAs layer, and the present analysis cannot address this question.

6.5 Conclusions

I have investigated a range of samples containing two adjacent InAs wells using only mag-

netoresistance measurements at moderately low temperatures from 0�5 to 4�2K and high

�elds up to 18T. ¿e samples were designed with thick cap layers of at least 1500Å to min-

imize the e�ect of surface states and there is considerable evidence that most samples are

nearly intrinsic. However, the low mobility of the hole gas and the hybridization between

InAs conduction band states and GaSb valence band states prevent an accurate determina-

tion of the hole concentration.

For distances between the wells of 100Å and above, the structures behave essentially like

two dhets conducting in parallel. Within the accuracy of the measurements, the wells be-

have identically, putting an upper limit of at most 5meV on the variation of the Fermi level

relative to the bottom of the conduction band throughout the double well system. At smal-

ler well distances, qualitatively di�erent behaviour is observed. Based onmodel calculations,

which, however, do not accurately re�ect the energy spectrum of actual samples, it is sug-

gested that the change in hole energy levels in the GaSb barrier and the resulting change in

charge distribution become important in this regime.

¿e magnetoresistance in a magnetic �eld in the plane of the InAs wells shows large and

unsystematic changes between di�erent samples and even between di�erent parts of the

same structure. ¿e results have been discussed in the light of the two band hybridization

model introduced in the previous Chapter. ¿e theoretical model predicts a strong depend-

ence on the position of the Fermi energy and the band overlap, which likely plays a part in

the observed variation. Individual features attributed to the crossing of the electron and hole

Fermi contours, which are also seen in dhets, can be recognized in the double well data, but

the quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is poor. In particular, the rel-
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ative height of the peaks around 10T that are seen in many experimental traces cannot be

explained in a simple two-band model.
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